A Month Of Meltham AC Racing

July 2021

Winners!
Racing was back with a BANG! at the Holme Valley 5 Mile team race, with MAC taking home both
Men’s AND Women’s trophies! Battling against teams from Holmfirth Harriers, Stadium Runners
and individual runners from Penistone, Barnsley and Denby Dale, the roll call of honours taken is
quite impressive!
Andy Whitworth 1st M50; Jack Cornwall 1st MSEN; Penny Ditchfield 1st F45; Lesley Willis 1st F55;
Gilly Markham 1st F60; Pete Dukes 2nd M50; Martin Bayliss 2nd M60; Sara Lewis 2nd FSEN;
Rebecca Johnstone 2nd F45
Female Team - Penny, Sara, Rebecca, Lesley and Anna Hazelton won by 8mins 43 over HH
Male Team - Andy, Jack, Pete, Martin and Matthew Croughan 4mins 32 over HH
With only 5 in a team John Gray was the odd man out, taking 5th M50. Congratulations all!

Taking in the Sights
One of the aspects of long distance, off-road
running, is getting to see some of the sights in
places you don’t know, and maybe seeing some of
those you do in a whole new light.
The Round Sheffield Run is an unusual event; an 11
staged run over 15 miles or so...essentially 11 hard
and fast sprints, broken up with some water and a
bit of a walk between stages. A real mix of ups,
downs, technicals and tarmac, it was actually a lot
of fun, and going again on January the 9th for a
Winter version should bring a whole new
experience.

996th Rachel Tomlinson 1:53:27
1,111st Jeff Miller 1:57:16
1,175th Michelle Dyer 1:59:01
2,092nd Allie Lamb 2:44:10
With such a lovely spell of weather recently
it’s hard to remember just how bad it was on
the morning of the inaugural Heights Ultra
Trails, where Sarah Brewer was the sole MAC
runner to make the start line...if she could see
it! The clouds were low, visibility was very
poor and the dreaded mix of rain (heavy at
times) but clammy warm, made a difficult
event all the harder.
Running on local
ground, the 50k route takes in elements of
various local races, including Holme Moss Fell
and a full King of the
Hill (reverse route).
Made of tough stuff,
Sarah made short
work of the challenges and left everyone in her wake,
finishing 1st Female, 21st overall in 5:57:41.
Not much chance for sight seeing for Pete Dukes, who
entered the Alderman’s Ascent race expecting a local fund
raiser, only to find himself on the hottest day of the year
lining up for the 3rd round of the English Fell Running
Championship! A serious quality field saw Pete finishing
133rd of 222 in 55.43.

Sara’s Moving Up

Over the past 2 years Sara Lewis has been getting
faster and faster, and with running buddy John Gray has
been racking up the race experience, which we all know
counts for so much—it’s not just about being fast but
being smart as well!
Of late she has raced a in strong field on a scorching
hot day to take 2nd Female at the Toss O’Coin 10k,
before going one better at the Run-Able 10 mile trail
race, again on a scorcher of a day (there’s only so many
ways I can say ‘it’s been hot...). 1st place, 9th overall, a
wooden plinth to stand on and over 10 minutes ahead
of her nearest rival.
Congratulations Sara, well deserved

Run Able 10 mile
6th Jack Cornwall 1.41.24;
9th Sara Lewis 1.54.46;
10th John Gray 1.55.31;
24th Matthew Croughan 2.26.19

Handicap Debut Success
Some things will never change….18 months of lockdown, sporadic running, dramatic
changes in form (positive and negative)...but as soon as Handicap Racing kicks off,
everyone’s complaining about their allocated spot! Ahhh….It’s good to be back!!
With a decent turnout of 16, it was nice to finally meet some new members and
present myself and Nige in our formal positions within the club and all the fun things
we have lined up (including a quick plug for the Calderdale Way Relay). One of us
had forgotten that it was Handicap night...I’ll let you work out which one!
The line was drawn, the stopwatch started and we were off….and after 14 minutes
and 30 seconds, the handicapper was standing about on his own, waiting for runners
to return. How would it work out? Would we get the final racing we always aim for?
Or would everyone be spaced out and panting…
Well...thanks to the new development, and a Horse box parked up, I couldn’t see the
run-in field like I used to, so my first alarm was the sound of some one seriously
pushing themselves. Quick look at the clock - far too early to be one of mine,
surely? Well, to my surprise...it was Callum! Destroying the handicapper, he took
no glory trot to the line...despite a huge lead he pushed all the way to the imaginary
line.
With a minute to go to the expected 33 minute turnaround, more racers started to
appear...and continued to do so until a minute after, by which time all were back bar
one in a two minute spread…and if I’d have given Anna the extra minute she asked
for having been unwell of late, I’d have had them all in together.
Cracking runs from Gilly Markham and Steve Whalley confirmed 2nd and 3rd; whilst
Pete Dukes recorded the fastest lap on the day.
Trophies were awarded (including for the Winter handicap) and as I packed up the
race sheets and double checked my maths there was only one thought in my
mind...it’s good to be back!
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Scattered About
Other runners who have been seeking out races of late include:
Steve Randall coming 67th (57.38) at the Tolkien Trail; a
10k trail dash around Middle Earth (or Lancashire if you
prefer…)
Steve has also made the first two Trunces of the year,
along with Andrew and Matthew Potter, and Jeff Miller.
Running a ‘variant course’ there has been much agreement
that it’s a much harder finish, but we all miss the original
start climb. Best times so far: 41.24 40.55 44.58 and
53.33 respectively
Fresh from his handicap success Callum Liburd ran a very
respectable Half in 1:47:28 to take 44th in Heaton Park (of
264)
There’s likely been more...but don’t forget - if you don’t tell
me I won’t know!!

PAY YOUR
SUBS!!!

